Testimonials Best Practice
 Real stories of client's success that addresses the problem, pain
and prayer of what you are offering
 Avoid using buzzwords and tech talk when you tell your story
 Use real names and real customer challenges
 Keep it simple and realistic
 What people will remember after they walk away from you are
the stories you tell, so it’s important to have a few compelling
client stories ready to share.

Overcame Guilt to Feel Confident
“When I lost my husband, I was totally shattered and
could not see a path to move ahead. So I was able to
overcome my guilt as well and today I feel very
confident as I gained it back that which I had lost. Nisrin
changes lives for sure.”
Jumana Petiwala, Mumbai
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Hi
I really appreciate Nisrin working with me during my bereavement.
After the sudden loss of my husband in 2016, on the one hand, my life
had come to an absolute standstill. On the other hand, I felt I wouldn’t
be able to handle the many new challenges ahead, e.g. loneliness and
taking over his business. I believed that grief and trauma would colour
my perception and I wouldn’t be as successful.
She helped me look at life squarely in the eye & regain confidence as
well as, equilibrium. Many gratitudes to her efforts.
Maleka Zaveri, Chennai
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I really appreciate Nisrin working with me during my bereavement.
After the sudden loss of my husband in 2016, on the one hand, my life
had come to an absolute standstill I believed that grief and trauma
would colour my perception and I wouldn’t be as successful.
She helped me look at life squarely in the eye & regain confidence
Maleka Zaveri, Chennai
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From Sudden Loss To Regaining My Confidence
“After the sudden loss of my husband in 2016, on the
one hand, my life had come to an absolute standstill I
believed that grief and trauma would colour my
perception and I wouldn’t be as successful. She helped
me look at life squarely in the eye & regain confidence.”
Maleka Zaveri, Chennai
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I felt the release in just one session
Hi Nisrin, thank you so much for the sessions. The discomfort and disturbance I felt
got released just in one session and I feel so much relieved. You are an amazing
coach. � � �
Jumana

Motorwala,

Pune

No More Disturbance To Feel Relief
“The discomfort and disturbance I felt got released just
in one session and I feel so much relieved. You are an
amazing coach.” � � �
Jumana Motorwala, Pune
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“F

OR THE VERY FIRST TIME, I HAVE LEARNT THE

IMPORTANCE OF MENTAL HEALTH AND REST.
Amrita listened to me patiently and later took me through
some breathing and tapping exercises which enabled me
to release the emotions I was holding on to. I also felt a
release of tensions from within. I found myself so much at
ease after the sessions. It was as if someone pushed the
restart button on me. Finally, I think Amrita is a great coach
and deeply rooted in her work. She has a huge wealth of
practical advice and trustworthy counsel. She is genuine,
and I am ever grateful to her.

– Joshua D., musician

“

RELEASED THEIR TENSION TO PRESS THE RESTART BUTTON
ON LIFE & LIVING.

“It enabled me to release the emotions and tensions that I
was holding onto. I found myself at ease after the sessions.
It was as if someone pushed the restart button on me.”

Joshua D, Musician

Before
Revati is my best friend and understands that I am a very very private person who just withdraws
whenever I am disturbed. As the boundaries between family and work blurred in COVID times, and
suddenly I found myself trying to meet the expectations of my children, spouse, and all the elderly
family while managing my work as well as the household chores. And I got overwhelmed because not
only did I suddenly have an unimaginable number of items in my daily to-do list, I also was at home all
day with all the emotions and memories that I had been burying over decades suddenly rushing to the
surface. This was when Revati turned out to be my biggest support and probably for the first time in
my life, I turned to someone in one of the lowest points in my life. Day after day, she would spend
hours, and when I refused to speak, she would actually be ok with me messaging and would then
record her messages and send it back....and she did this again and again till I found my bearings. And
what has been really wonderful is that somehow, my conversations with Revati as my coach and my
relationship with Revati as my best friend have been like two parallel lines...primarily because Revati
has been able to keep the two different. Even when the lines started getting blurred for me sometimes,
she somehow calmly but assertively would bring the conversation back and helped me identify and
deal with emotions and memories. Can never thank her enough...

After
Headline: From Being Overwhelmed to Finding My Bearings.
Situation: I found myself trying to meet the expectations of my children, spouse, and all
the elderly family while managing my work as well as the household chores. And I got
overwhelmed because not only did I suddenly have an unimaginable number of items in
my daily to-do list, I also was at home all day with all the emotions and memories that I
had been burying over decades suddenly rushing to the surface.
Result: I turned to Revati in one of the lowest points in my life. When I refused to speak,
she would actually be ok with me messaging and would then record her messages and
send it back....and she did this again and again till I found my bearings. She helped me
identify and deal with emotions and memories. Can never thank her enough…

From Being Overwhelmed to Finding My Bearings
“I found myself trying to meet the expectations of my children, spouse, and all
the elderly family while managing my work as well as the household chores.
And I got overwhelmed because not only did I suddenly have an unimaginable
number of items in my daily to-do list, I also was at home all day with all the
emotions and memories that I had been burying over decades suddenly rushing
to the surface. I turned to Revati in one of the lowest points in my life. When I
refused to speak, she would actually be ok with me messaging and would then
record her messages and send it back....and she did this again and again till I
found my bearings. She helped me identify and deal with emotions and
memories. Can never thank her enough…

My Age-Old Back Pain Gone & Now I Help My Patients
“My age-old back pain healed on Day 1 of the EFT training
within 20 minutes during the physical tension session and now
even a year later, it has gone completely. After attending
Training, I became even more powerful and effective in my
private practice. I now have 5 – 6 patients daily and every
patient is satisfied through EFT. For any kind of pain. I am
getting good results. The best part is, in a single sitting my
patients get more than 70% and sometimes 100% relief.”

Dr Rajesh CM, Naturopathic Doctor
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Age-Old Back Pain Gone In 20 Minutes
“My age-old back pain healed on Day 1 of the EFT
training within 20 minutes during the physical
tension session and now even a year later, it has
gone completely.”
Dr Rajesh CM, Naturopathic Doctor

After EFT Training, My Patients Get 70-100% Pain Relief
“After attending Training, I became even more powerful
and effective in my private practice. I now have 5 – 6
patients daily and every patient is satisfied through EFT.
For any kind of pain. I am getting good results. The best
part is, in a single sitting my patients get more than
70% and sometimes 100% relief.”

Dr Rajesh CM, Naturopathic Doctor
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37 Year Old Fear of Gas Cylinders Eliminated
“I had a fear of gas cylinders. It was so serious that if I
saw cylinders in tempos or trucks I’d freeze. The hissing
sound of gas would get me into cold sweats. Then after
37 years, 12 minutes of the EFT fears and phobias
process changed all of that. I ended up hugging the
cylinder. I went home and changed a gas cylinder.”

Donita Packard, Healer & Coach

37-Year-Old Fear of Gas Cylinders Eliminated
• Donita Packard, Coach & Healer
• Was afraid of gas cylinders and had not touched one
in 37 years
• After 17 minutes of EFT Tapping, could pick up a
cylinder
• Went home and changed the gas cylinder
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Overcame Guilt to Feel Confident
“When I lost my husband, I was totally shattered and
could not see a path to move ahead. So I was able to
overcome my guilt as well and today I feel very
confident as I gained it back that which I had lost. Nisrin
changes lives for sure.”
Jumana Petiwala, Mumbai

From Feeling Guilty To Being Confident
• Jumana Petiwala, Mumbai
• Was shattered and directionless after she lost her
husband
• She was able to overcome her guilt and now feels
confident

• Can see a path to move ahead now

From Healing My Back Pain To Helping Others
• Dr Rajesh CM, Naturopathic Doctor
• Had an age-old debilitating back pain
• Within 20 minutes of EFT Tapping, back pain gone
completely
• Now helps clients eliminate their pain with 70% to
100% relief in one session

